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'J!ecture. 

DEFENSIVE SCIENCE IN GAS·WARFARE.l 

By LIEUT.· COL. P. S. LELEAN, C.B., C.M.G. 

Royal Army Medical Oorps. 
Professor of Hygiene, Royal A1'my Medical Ooller/e. 

INTRODUCTION. 

WHEN I received from the Governors of this historic Institute their flattering 
invitation to deliver an address to·night, the gloomy prospect of my shortcomings 
-was brightened by an occasional- a very occasional-cheering ray. Foremost 
.among such was pleasure that this distinction had been conferred upon an officer 
-of the corps to wl'1ich I have the honour to belong, and whose Director-General 
marks his appreciation of the compliment by his presence to-night-as I vainly essay 
to follow the tong train of distinguished predecessors tb whom this opportunity 
has been accorded. 

The last occasion on which I spoke on this subject was on the voyage to Egypt, 
when the adjutant posted a notice in these terms :-

" LECTURES. 
" Poisonous gas, by Major'Lelean " ! 

To.night', by contrast, J am embarrassed by b~ing allotted a title for my add~ess 
which is so attractive to a lecturer, and so dangerous to an audience, that an 
all-night sitting would be required to deal faithfully with it. With your consent, 

1 An Address delivered on February 3rd, 1920, to the Students of the Sir John Cass 
. Technical Institute, on the occasion of the Annual Prize Distributioe. 
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- P. S. Lelean 

therefore, I p~opose only to consider the defensive aspects.of gas-warfare; taking, 
- stage by stage, the problems that arose, the application oJ scientific methods to 

their solution, and'the resultant defensive appliances. Even so, the items selected 
for discussion can only be illustrative; an inclusive presentation cannot be 
attempted. 

(A) THE ON'SET OF GAS-WARFARE. 

It is intere&ting to recall the manner in which these problems were first forced 
upon our attention at the Royal Army Medical Oollege. - _ 

On April 23,.1915, the Press galvanized the civilized world into just anger by 
the news that the Germans had broken their pledged word to observe the" Laws 
and Customs.of War," which, inter alia, forbade the employment of poisons as a. 
means of injuring an enemy'; and that their stealthy preparations had culminated 
in. the use of poison-gas on a large scale against our troops in ·France. 

A little later that same morning a reporter from one of th~ leadingevening 
papers visited us in 'search of what is, I believe·, known as "local colour." He 
proved wonderfully' quick in th~ uptake; his head only shared the fume-cupboard 
for a second or so with a basin of bromine, but in .that time he bad-judging by 
his subsequent language~absorbed sufficient local colour to tinge a whole 
edition of the Night-far, to say nothing of a mere leading article. One must be 
charitable, and conclude. that his deparLure without even thanks for the subsequent 
administrati.on of, ammonia and chloroform-vapour was merely due to haste 
induced by fear l~st the hU!l should fade before h~ got it into print. 

Later that day there arrived a report, written on the scene of the,attiwk just 
afterdawn, 'wh'ich gave the most lurid glimpse that I have ever, had 'into the 
terrible inferno caused by this fiendish device of modern war. The. chlorine cloud 

. was blown obliquely towards and intp three of our trench lines. Those on the 
right flank got little. Those in the centre bore the full brunt, and not a man 
remained conscious when the reinforcements crept up just before dawn; the dead 
could be dimly seeJ;! through the green, heavy gas that still lurked in the depths o~ 
the trencp, while a few dying lay livid and gasping upon the parapet whither they 
had crept in their agony. On the left, the position and the lives of his det~chment. 
wer,e saved by the resource of a young officer in command, who ordered his men 
to leave theidrenches and open rapid fire over We parapet~in the hope that the 
explosions would lift and dissip!1te the gas cloud. Hearing this volume of fire. 
the listening enemy cOllcludedthat the gas attack had failed, and feared_ to rush 
the position before dawn, by which time reinforcements had come up and made 
the position safe. . . -, 

, In view of uncertaint~as to the imminepce and magnitude of the next gas 
attack,demands. from the front for means of protection for troops were neeessarily 
urgent in the extreme; it was obvious that front-line divisi.ons'must be protected 
f.orth with if they were to hold certain positions of vital importance. It is probable 
that never in our -military history had so critical a situation arisen with such 
dramatic abruptness. The m~nace was one which could be met-if at all-only 
by the aid of those possessing the requisite scientific knowledge. In this emergency 
the War Office authorities turned'to the Army Medical Service, and it was largely 
owing to the high scientific attainments and unfailing resource of Oolonel (now 
~ir William). Horrocks that this menace was met, and disaster to our arms 
averted at that critical juncture. 
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540 Defensive Science ~n Gas- Warfare 

For the moment the urgent neeessity of affording protection against chlorine 
gas dominated the situation. The chemical problems were therefore simple, but 

, those involved in providing so great a supply of protective appliances in a feW' 
hours were sufficient to tax to the' utmost every' available resource of improvised 
organization. Materials and chemicals' had to be located, purcha'sed; and 
assembled; cotton-waste wads had to be stitched in their muslin containers; 
the, resultant pads then had to be dipped and dried; finally, packing, trans
port,and distribution had to be !Lrranged for at. lightning speed on the same 
huge scale. 

Experts-then as always-were eager to assist, but had to be mobilized. At 
the Government clothing factory employees worked day and night as the buyers 
maintained supplies. A fleet of cars rushed the pads to and frotTI the great pri vate 
la'undries where they were dipped and dried. The universal response to the call 
of the State at need was such that HB;OOO pads were available at the front within 
'sixty hours; 300,000 within a week; and 2,000,000-within a month. Truly this 
~as,a notable achievement in view of the fact th~t this breach of faith by the 
enemy was so astounding a bolt from the blue. 

Meanwhile those at the front had not been idle. All varieties of improvised 
devices were evolved to bridge the period of imminent danger before the appliances 
so. anxiously awaited could begin to arrive. . Pads to cover the mouth and nose 
'were made from handkerchiefs or from socks filled 'with earth; respirators were 
. made from beer bottles with the bottoms knocked off and the interior filled with 
earth or, charcoal. A great variety of fluids were used for wetting these devices, 
and it is interesting to note that textiles merely moistened with water and 
glycerine will absorb as much as seventy-five per cent of chlorine ,at one. per 
thousand, strength over an hour's eXP9sure. But it was well for 11S that the 
enemy had so little gauged the probable tactical value of his new art in war that 
he had not got up sufficient reserves to renew the attack on a large' scale before 
we were prepared to meet it.-

The form of pad supplied is demonstrated by this specimen of those first 
issued. They were charged with sodium thiosulphate (the "hypo" of photo- I 

graphy), which was kept moist by the hygroscopic properties oC added glycerine. 
They certainly afforded some measure of protection, although support is afforded 
to the cynical suggestion that their value was mai~ly moral by the fact that some 
battalions were found wearing the pads on the back of the neck and the muslin 
over the mouth! . 

(B) GAS-WARFARE AS FULLY ESTABLISHED. 

It was obvious that gas attacks were definitely established among the horrors 
of war, and that they differed from other novel methods of attack 'in that they 
might at any time be renewed by use of modifications against which existing 
means of defence would be absolutely ineffective. : 

Certain defects in the pads _supplied as a purely temporary device indicated 
that tbey could only be regarded as such. If the difficulty of fitting them closely 
around the_nose and mouth were surmountea, they still failed owing to admitting 
too iittle air or too much gas', The area for air-admission being so small, it 
could only carry an effective charge of gascabsorbent if made so thick as grayely 
to impede l'espiration. It was found that the greatest permissible obstruction 
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P. S. Lelean 541 

to breathing was equivalent to a pressure of about 0·5 in cb of water, and that 
the maximum amount of "hypo" which a pad of the corresponding thickness 
would contain was only sufficient to protect against anticipated chlorine concentra
tions for a maximum of ten minutes. As chlorine attacks of gre31ter intensity and 
duration were expected, and as a variety of otber gases migbt be used against 
which" hypo" wquld he wholly ineffective, it was obvious that the pads could 
·only be regarded as palliatives, and that tbe need for a better prqtective appliance 
was little less urgenttban at the outset.' . 

Two car4inal essentials were obvious-to enlarge tbe area of filtration, so tbat 
inspired air would be afforded longer contact with gas-absorbents as it passed 
slowly throI\gh, and to impregna.te the filter with the maximum amount of 
absorbent effective against the greatest possible number of gases; or,in other 
words, to make it "polyvalent." . 

TC? the solution of these problems every energy was bent. At first there. were 
. only the workers at the Royal Army Medical College, aDd they had eight hours' 
rest in forty. eight until the critical fortnight was passed. If I draw mostly upon 
the experience there, where' the defence work done at home was concentrated, it 
is for that reason: it is not from any lack of appreciation of the efforts of others, 
~t home and overseas, as more and more were mobilized for this research arid 
brought aB the wealth of .their sci~mtific knowledge and splend~d devotion to bear 
ppon it." . 

In this and in succeeding sections it is perhaps best to take certain probIems. 
and consider in detail how they were met./ 

(a) Extension of Filtering Area.-This was obtained by substituting a helmet 
for the pad, thus providing 3t square feet available for air-entry during inspiration, 
with the result that resistance to inspiration was reduced from 0'8 inch to between 
{j·a and 0'5 inch, and the air-current was so slowed that the absorbent solution had 
time. to neutralize the gases present. 

(b) Shortage of Textile of the Reqttisite Textttre and Oolour.-Demands for 
khaki woollen textile for manufacture of soJarge a number of these helmets soon 
.exhausted available supplies; buyers had difficulty in obtaining long lengths, and' 
were finally reduced to purchase smaller and smaller oddments in order tokeep 
the workers supplied. It was found that the texture of these oddments varied so 
much that spme let gas through freely while others could with difficulty be 
breathed. through. ·A t first sample helmets were rapidly made from each 
length, and tested. by being worn while the wearer ran a given distance 
around the College yard in a given time. For the sak.e of speed, they were 
then made without eyepieces, and it afforded_ sightseers much interest to watch 
·hooded privates tearing blindly ar~und the barrack-square, each guided by an 
attendant holding his arm. But when some 240 samples had been thus practically 
tested in a few days, the tax and strain grew t'oo great; and the ever-increasing 
flood of samples began to cause delay. A,manometric device was then made for 
rapid testing, and the above quoted pressures were worked out so that a standard 
was establishedfbr mechanical testing. 

But the difficulty of colour was not so easily met. ' It was necessary that the 
front-line men should not wear light-coloured helmets affording an opportunity to 
~nemy marksmen, and it suddenly became an acutely urgent problem to determjne 
whether. an equally. dangerous check in manufacture could be obviated by 
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542 Defensive Sci61~ce 'in Gas- Wa1fare 

simultaneous impregnation and dyeing of the light textiles that were suddenly 
found to be alone available. 

At mid-day one Saturday we were suddenly asked if dyes (aniline or vegetable} 
and mordants would affect the absorbent solution, immediately or. remotely: 
(These conundrums seemed usually to arise' on Saturday afternoons, when 
telephones were hung up for the office week-end by most firms.) I -was just 
in time to ring up a big dyeing firm and ask their advice. Within two hours their' 
chemical expert dashed up with a car full of dyes, mordants, testing oddments and' 
works of reference. Far into the night we were at work-mixing, dipping, dyeing, 
testing-':but next morning laundries had their orders apd their dyes, and an 
danger of even an hour's delay was obviated. That is just one amqng a host of 
illustrations that I could give you of the response that was accorded to evel'Y 
appeal that we made for the best expert advice available. 

(c) Selection of the Absorbent Solution.-At this very early stage, research had 
hardly been begun, but there was fear of the imminent use both of sulphur 
di-oxide as a gas and vitrolas a spray-either of which would render" hypo .. 
useless, while the latter would render it actually dangerous. Consequently, 
sodium carbonate was then added to the solution, already containing thiosulphate 
of soda and glycerol. A certain amount of" polyvalency" was thus early secured 
in the embryo helmet, gases being removed both by chemical' and physical 
action. 

(d) Material fm' Ey'epieces.-The ad~ption of helmets having made 'eyepieces 
essential, much difficulty cropped up before satisfactory windows' were secured. 
Mica proved too brittle, and ordinary celluloid was too inflammable. "Non
flam " cellulose acetate was tried, but the promised supply of 100,000 sheets only 
resulted in 7,000 being forthcoming ; moreover many pieces were spoiled by the 
use~of needles too large for the thread, so that minute holes around the stitches. 
admitted unfiltered air freely. 

An attempt was made to evolve sheets of chromicized gelatine which would 
resist vitriol for an interval, and wolild not get clouded by steam, but no practical 
success was obtained. Then an ingeniou s device was adopted of glass disks fixed 
in tin rims that clamped the te~tile of the helmet firmly by being screwed intO' 
flanged collars, so that, on screwing home, the textile was Qompressedbetween the
two flanges. Finally, non-splintering "triplex" glass was adopted and proved 
most successful. '. 

At first the windows were cleared of steam by the wearer dimpling a fold 
of the helmet with his thumb, and using it to wipe them with, but later a specia1 
paste was produced wh'ich prevented steam condensation.' , 

(e) Apparatus for Testing Efficiency and Reliability.-The need for some more' 
reliable method than inspection for proving the reliability of helmets upon which 
the lives of olir men depended was unpleasantly demonstrated by discovery, after 
many helmets had been made and muc,h celluloid wasted at a time when it was 
" more precious than fine gold," of the.fact referred to above of thethrea~ ,being 
too small for the needle-holes. This eluded'detection by inspectipn, and we were 
compelled to evolve some means of testing I:lamples of each batch of helmets 
made. This was also made desirable by the wish to prove both the 'percentage· 
of gases removed by certain solutions and the length of time for which helmets 
were effective against ,certain gases'. As chlorine then held the stage, we had to> 
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P. S. Lelean 543-

evolve some apparatus (or testing helmets against this gas. Tbe final produ"t is 
illustrated by a diagram, showing ~he essential points, as follows :-

Chlorine is liberated (rom hydrochloric acid by electrolysis, the useless 
hydrogen being evolved at the platinum cathode (A) and escaping into th" 
ail'. At the carbon anode (B) chlorine and 0. little oxygen are liberated, and 
the amount of chlorine was detennincd by very precise titration. It was found 
to be remarkably constant for cedain currents, aB determined by an ammeter (C). 
AsioDg aB the current rem~iJ1ed constant, the necessary amount of chlorine could 
thus be maintained constant for an indefinite period. 

Air is suckod by filter·pumps (D) through the whole apparatus at the normal 
human respiratory-rate, taking up en. route sufficient chlorine to form a ono per 
cent mixture. After adjustment of tbe water-taps this also was found by 
pneumometer (E) to maintain a constant flow indefinitely, being dependen~ 
upon a fairly constant bead of water-pressure. 

t ' 14- 2 

• 0c 
, 

I-~ 

+ 

F I' 

The one per ccnt chlorine mixture could then, by means of a three-way 
tap (T), b. directed along onc o( two alternative routes (1) and (2), each provided 
with a series of bottles (F) containing iodide solution, by which chlorine in the 
air bubbling tbrougb it was absorbed (or titration controls. One o( tbes!> 
circuits contained a dnmmy head (G), on which the helmet (E) was placed 
so that tbe gaB was drawn tbrough it before passing through the parallel 
series o( DrecbseH's boWe, (or absorption. 

By comparison at intervals o( tbe titration figures o( the two sets o( bottles, 
the percentage of chlorine in the air mixture and the proportion removed by 
passage tbrough tbe helmet could tbus be precisely determined (or as long a 
period as was desired. 

When the highly poisonous gases about to be discussed came into use, 
tbe apparatus was modified to deliver those gases in like amount by a deviCE> 
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544 Defensive Science in Gas- Warfare 

to seoure consta.nt temperatUl'e and pressure in a connected chamber in which 
"~psules of tho liquefied gases were hroken. 

There was also introduced into the circuit a. desiccation chamber (X) in which 
" rat could be exposed to the gas mixture .fter the latter had passed through a 
helmet impregnated with absorhent solution. When titration sbowed that a new 
-solution being tested was giving wha.t was hoped would prove a. satisfactory 
absorption, a rat was placed in the circuit, and thus exposed to the same 
percentage of residual ga.s as would he a mall inspiring through the helmet at 
normal rate, while observation wa.s maintained to see the effect on the rat for a 
standard period of one hour. Subsequent stages of the investigation will be 
-considered later, but it is convenient here to complete the description of this 
invaluable apparatus, of which Beveral sets were fitted up so that, when the need 
was at its height, work was maintained by a dozen investigators simultaneously. 

The helmet in use at the end oC this stage could be donned in (rolD four to six 
seconds, and at any given time afforded ten times more protection than the pa.d, 
while its effective" life" against one per cent of chlorine was five hours, and it 
was actually worn continuously (or threc bours in tha.t concentration of chlorine 
in the test chamber. 

Witbin three weeks of tbe first gaB attack 300,000 01 tbese hclmets bad heen 
made and issued to our men, and from tha.t time onward progress and anticipation 
never failed to maintain the supremacy oC our defence over enemy gas attacks. 
Encouraged by their initial success, the enemy made strenuous cITods, and hoped 
to overwhelm us by use of such enormous a.mounts a.s twenty tons of chlorine per 
mile of front, but although the next attack lasted four hours I believe that it did 
not cost us a single life. 

(C) INTRODUCTION OF MonE DEADLY GASES. 

A separate section is necessary to deal with the advent of highly toxic, 
paralysant gases-in distinction to the irritant aspbxiant gases first used. 

Constant rumours-ma.ny doubtless or Bun origin-kept coming in from our 
secret agents that huge preparations for aD overwhelming a.ttack by some still 
more lethal gas werc nearing completion. Expert advice from our industrial 
chemists enabled UB to dismiss many of these rumours, a.s the gases were 
impossible of manufacture on the necessary sca.le, but there still remained 
pra.cticable an alarmingly long list which our chemists, physicists and physiologists 
3greed were possible of use in effective concentration against us. Little realizing 
what was involved in the request, the combatant authorities passed on each fresh 
report, with a red double·urgent label attacbed and a request to add to the helmet 
some neutralizing substance to meet the Dew da.nger. A moment's consideration 
sufficed to dismiss the first idea of Bupplying different· coloured helmets to be 
donned when gas of a. special odour or appearance came over. The odours 
attributed to gases range from that oC "rotten dog.fisb " to If fruity port,'~ and 
Qne can imagine tbe perplexed Mr. Atkins \\aking np at nigbt to the problem 01 
deciding whether he smelt rotten dog-fish and tben by matchligbt picking his 
yellow helmet out from his bundle 1 It was therefore essential that the one 
helmet should be "polyvalent," and you will understand something 01 tbe terrihle 
anxiety of tbose days when urgent appeals followed each other almost day by day, 
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P. S. Lelean 545 

while every fresh addition to the absorbent solution raised a myriad. difficult, 
problems of incompatibility. The point will be even clearer when I mention that, 
in all, protection against no less than forty-three different gases 'was desired in one· 
helmet. But of these I need only specifically mention two that stand out as of 
dominant interest. 

(a) Carbonyl chloride was the main difficulty. On account of its being so 
.inert, this one gas found us at our test of the fifty-eighth tried absorbent (not 
. counting modifications) before we found one that was both satisfactory and 
eommercially practicable: other absorbents, were found, :but,to our intense 
disappointment, proved to be unIirocurable in the necessaryamoJ.1nts. Then, too, 
its high toxicity made very complete absorption essential. Its delayed action also 
retarded progress: well I remember the joy with which at 4 a.m. one Sunday 
morning we first thought we had found success when we had filtered it down to 
1 in 40,DOO, and a rat .had survived the hour's test apparently unaffected; nor 
shall I forget the disappointment when our hopes were shattered by the rat dying 
forty hours later. ' 

(b) Hydrocyanic acid, in spite of its being slightly lighter than air, was a 
menace because of the large amounts which could be used by the Germans, who 
had held a practical morwpoly of its pre-war manufacture. . Its small power of 
combination, and liability, to ". 'be agaiu liberated by even so weak an. acid as 
carbonic, made it most difficult to arrest and fix in the helmet, while its 'high 

'toxicity made the admission 6f even small quantities dangerous. 
At this point it is convenient to slightly anticipate, and mention the lachryma

iory (tear) gases which were brought into use in the autumn of 1915. In minute 
-proportions they act on the eyes only, but with such effect that one part pei 
million causes within two or three ininutessuch a gush of tears that they flow 
.down the face on to the tunic, and so blur the vision that accurate rifle~fire is ' 
impossible. When used in shells, the shell-'hole' was rendered untenable !!-s 
regards effective defence for twenty. four hours,'whileshell fragments retaining the 
least trace affected the eyes even after having been brought from the front to 
England. No helmet could be expected to reniove such niinutetraces as -this, 
but at first the only trouble that resulted was the. necessity of providing goggles 
to 'be worn oeneaththe helmet. Later, however,' the concentration in which 
.certain of these lachrymators was used rose to a point at which the lungs were 

. also affected, and a new pr()tection ha-dto be devised. 
The extraordinary potency-of these later products of fully established gas

warfare can perhaps be best realized from some data worked out by our 
.physiologists.Twostandards of comparison' were instituted-one being the 
minimum effective concentration which incapacitates within live minutes, and the 
other being .the maximum concentration which could be endured with safety for 
an hour. We may take one illustration from each class of gas as follows:~ 

Example~ (l M.E.C." Maximu~r ~;e~~~:durable 

Asphyxiant: Carbonyl chloride 1 in 5,000 1 in ~OO,COO . 
Paralysant: Hydrocyanic acid. . 1 in 10,000: 1 in 100,000 
Lachrymator;- ! Eyes 1 i~ 1,000;000 1 in 10,000,000 

Benzyl Bromide 1 Lung '.. 1 in 100,000 1 in 1,000,000 

", Research and Personal Test;.-Before. proceeding to discuss certain illustrative 
;secondary problems of this' work we may consider the,general lines upon which 
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546 Defensive Science in Gas- WaTfare 

research was conducted, in the effort to find means of protecting our men against 
gas in such dilutions as .these. 

Immediately a'new gas was considered possibly and probably included among 
those being prepared by the enemy, it was added to the list regarding which a 
special reader at'the British Museum Library was employed in seeking recorded 
information, 'Yith regard to the toxicity of most, no reliable information was 
anywhere obtainable; while the, total recorded knowledge of ,the r~rer gases was 
often summed up in two or three lines in some musty tome. The first step 
was thus to discover some way of making each gas in sufficient amount for testing, 
and this waf? undertaken mainly by chemists in the Imperial College of Science 
and Technology and 'the University of London Laboratories. 

Immediately sufficient gas was available, tests were begun to find a method of 
quantitative 'analysis delicate. enough to measure such minute amounts as 
remwined when the. limits of probable safety had been reached. Thus, before we 

'could begin actual tests of absorbents, initial original researches had to be 
conducted which in ordinary times of peace would have taken weeks to complete . 

. Then began the testing, on helmets, of possible absorbents which had mean
while been thought .out and prepared, the efficiency of absorption by which was 
the sUQject of most pre'cise estimation. 

When an absorbent had been found which gave chemical results that 
appeared promising on analysis, the gas mixture passing through a treated helmet 
was led, as already described, into the desiccation chamber containing a rat, and" 
it was Reen if the animal survived exposure for the standard period of one hour. 

If the rat survived, the test had to be repeated on a larger scale with a pig on 
which a helmet was secured. And,' if the pig also survived, one of .the investi
gators had to don a helmet and remain for an hour exposed to the gas in what 

. was t'ermed'the " lethal chamber." / 
At this point I cannot refrain from a tribute to the gallantry and devotion to 

duty of the small band of scientists whom I had the honour to have serving 
under my orders, and I can' only make that tribute effective if we pause for!a 
moment to realize what were' tbe conditions in that lethal chamber where' so 
many hours were spent. Everyone had at on'e time or another. been incapacitated 
by an overdose of the simpler gases, btit therewas no time to do more than lay 
the victim 'on a bed that was kept ready in. the laboratory; give oxygen and 
administer chloroform. vapour, and leave an orderly to watch him until he 
recovered. There were no other means of trea~ment, for at that time no others 
had bfen found, nor opportunity to seek them. But the victim was no sooner on
his feet again than he was back at his special work, shaken and ghastly, but 
.resolute. The only difficulty was that of deciding rival claims to undergo the 

, test-as between the discoverer of an apparently effective absorbent and the officer 
first on the noqnal roster. In the lethal ohamber itself many acrid gases bad so 
corroded the fittings th~t no light could, be turned on, while speed often neces
sitated the use of a helmet in which there had been no time to fit a window. But 
beyond the heavily-curtained door there was always a helm.eted colleague counting. 
the minutes, and ascertaining by shouts 01' .knocks .that the inmate had not. 
collapsed. In the darkness and through the long-drawn-out stress of endurance 
the minutes slowly passed ; first the quarter-hours were called, then the five
minute intervals, and at the last, when it seemed inipossibleto hold out for the. 

~ • \ I • • 
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hour, the passing of each individual minute was notified. Picture the conditions 
of the ordeal, that so often came in the small hours of the morning, when some 
test had just matured, and minutes were precious in the fight for the safety of 
{lur men at the ffont, and you will understand something of the pride that we 
may well feel in the two-in-the-morning co.urage of these workers. 

But there was still more in store when'the time came that one of them must 
~ake his life in his hands, and himself prove the safety of the latest de"Vice against 
the most deadly of the gases that had to be faced. Just one illustration from 
.carbonyl chloride: The pig had survi~ed for some days after his test ; time 
pressed; the volunteer donned the experimental helmet, and completed the hour's 
test in the lethal chamber. Next day the pig suddenly died, and its lung was 
found dotted with the grey patches characteristic of carbonyl chlOrIde poisoning; 
two days later the volunteer began to exp,ectorate black pellets, and there was a 
period of tense anxiety as to .his fate, untii the hand of t~me slowly wrote a 
Ieprieve. 

(D) SPECIAL PROBLEMS OF THIS STAGE. 

Tbe special problems of this stage may now be dealt within more detail: 
A new solution was m'adenecessary by the fact that the" hypo" and sodium 

.carbonate hitherto used on the helmets afforded no protection whatever against 
earbonyl chloride and hydrocyanic acid, to say nothing 'of others on our list of 
forty-three gases. An effective absorbent for both these and the great ~ajority 
{If' gases used against us was found at last in sodium phenate, but before the new 
"' P" helmets (as they were called) were issued in July, 1915, many secondary 
difficulties· had been surmounted. , 

The first great set-back occurred when it, was found that phis solution slowly 
rotted the woollen fabric of which the helmets were then made. That led to 
-experiments to determine the cause and remedy. These showed that woollen. 
helmets can take up 50 grammes of glycerol when impregnated, but that that 

, amount protects the fabric from the rotting action of only 18 grammes of sodium 
hydroxide; whereas cotton· helmets of double thickness can contain and with~ 
-stand 30 grammes of that corrosive alkali. It was further shown that the double 
thickness cotton only gave a permeability resistance of 0'2 in. to' 0'3 in. of water, as 
1tgainst' 0'3 to 0'5 in. for single thickness wool. Although the rotting of wool 
seemed a disaster at· the time, it finally assisted us, in that we were able to get 
80 much more absorbent alkali into the cotton. The phenate may assist absorp
·tion, but it was proved> that the sodium hydroxide was the eseential ingredient. 

Another shock 'was the burning of the arms of over 200 women on the fi;st 
,day on which helmets were dipped in this caustic solution. This was distressing 
to us as well as them, for they had worked gallantly night and day, and this 
caction was quite unexpected from our short exposure of hands to the new solu
tion. It necessitated. specia,l treatment and precautions regarding which the 
.dermatologists gave us their aid. . 

That brings us to the next urgent problem, which was the reason why rats 
which for twenty. five minutes had shown no ill-effects from hydrocyanic acid 
passed through helmets charged with the sodium' phenate solution should 
~uddenly die with acute symptoms of paralysis at the end of that period; and 
-why this only occurred when carbon dioxide at human expiration rate accom· 
panied the flow of hydrocyanic acid. Experiment proved that the amount of 
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carbon dioxide given off by a m", 'at rest was just sufficient to neutralize one 
gramme of the protective alkali per minute. Therefore, as hydrocyanic acid was 
arrested and converted into- sodium cyanide on the outer layers of the helmet, 
carbon dioxide ~a_s steadily neutralizing 'layer by layer the thirty grammes of 
protective alkali on its inner surface. At the end of twenty-five minutes the 
intervening layer of intact alkali was eaten through, with the result that not 
only did the poisonous gas from the air mixture outside pass through untouched" 
but it ,was greatly increased by the carbon dioxide liberating much that had been 
arrested and fixed in the outer layers of the helmet during the preceding period 
of the test. 

It thus became obvious that we must provide a valve through which the 
Jvearer could expire, and so discharge his carbon dioxide outside ,the helmet 
instead of through its texture. Within a few hours of discovery of this most 
important fact there was invented the simple but most effective valve now shown 
that still remains in use. When first made straight-cut across it served its 
purpose, but made such a bleating noise that it was impossible of use in the field. 
An anxious survey of the physics of this production of sound was rewarded by 
discovery of the simple device of dhipping the corners and joining the intervening 
tongues of rubber. No seated valve could have been made in the time and 
numbers 'required, nor _ would any have given such effectiv-e protection as this 
simple device. Not only did the introduction of a valve meet the dangers Of 
hydrocyanic acid, but it enabled our men to attack with a vigour impossible 
for long with the old valveless helmet in which their expired carbon dioxide 
accumulated so fast when increased by violent exertion. 

The need for protection of the eyes against the small but effective amounts of 
lachrymators which penetrated this phenate helmet made it necessary to evolve 
some addition to be worn over the eyes and beneath the helmet. Time does 
not permit of our following the evolution of this additional device through 
the various stages, so I simply show the rubber goggle that finally proved so 
effective. . 

One more addition-made in January, 1916-marks the final improvement in 
the helmet that gave it an absorption of 100 per cent against 0'1 per cent of both 
carbonyl chloride and hydrocyanic acid gas for an hour, and brought it to its 
zenith under the name of the" PH" variety. That WitS -the addition to the 
solution of hexamine (hexamethylene tetramine) suggested to us from Russia. ' 
which removed the remaining 1·2 per cent of carbonyl chloride that eluded the 
sodium phenate. At one time this substance was being made at the rate of a ton 
a day for our purposes. 

Of these helmets, from the first issue in July, 1915, until they were finally 
withdrawn in February, 1918, in favour of the small-box respirator as the sole 
issue, no less than 26,800,000 were made-involving the use of some 880,000 
gallons of solution. Some interesting photographs are on exhibition to-night 
showing something of the commercial organization required to produce an oqtput 
which rose to' as high as 108,000 helmets in one day, involving the discharge of 
a packing"case a minute throughout the twenty-four hours. 

Many were supplied to our various Allies as well as those sent to our own
troops, and it is obvious that they played a very important part among the 
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accessory factors which enabled us to emerge from the war with victory crowning 
,our efforts. " 

Not only did they protect our men,but they were used to pi:otect the horses 
also. This is something to set against the memory of the mental distress of. 
watching the unfortunate animals which had to be sacrificed to the stern neces
sities of our troops. If intensity of feeling could speed their flight to some 
responsive Power, our anathemas on the enemy who made those tests imperative, 
must have sped far and fast. 

Every tragedy has its lighter side. . One letter of thanks was received from 9. 

mess which had celebrated -its Ohristmas on roast pork, b~t only as a result of 
I detailing one of its members to sit up all night and hold a helmet over the head 
of the pig-which showed.a lamentably unappreciative spirit~during a prolonged 
gas attack on December 22. . 

(E) ADVENT OF THE BOX-RESPIRATOR. 

It'must be realized that no helmet could ever be completely" polyvalent," if 
only because of the impossibility of impregnating so thin a layer of textile with 
both oxidizing and reducing substances. The final helmet, therefore, failed to .. 
keep out certain gases, most important among which were arsine and some 
lachrymators-especially chlorpicrin, which resisted the otherwise effective sodium 
ricinate. . 

As early as July of 1915 it was realized that this would eventually prove to be, 
the' case, and experiments were commenced with a view to production of a 

," tower" containing strata of different absorbents through which the inspired ail', 
could be drawn so that each group of gas would be removed by its appropriate· 
absorbent. As early as August success was obtained in the laboratory both with 
long canvas cylinders containing recently activated charcoal and with smaller' 
metal towers filled with specially made granules. It is as well that these experi
ments were begunbetimes, for the final suc(;ess over difficulties of granul~ pro
duction was only obtained in time to enable the" box-respirator" to be issued in 
February, 1916, when the art of gas-warfare, with the notable exception of' 
" mustard-gas," had reached its zenith .. It was then in readiness to 'meet the· 
development by which lachrymators were used in amounts which would pass .. 
through the helmet and attack the lung, and was issued only one month before. 
the enemy attacked with gases which the helmets could not haye withstood. 

We may now consider the special problems concerned in the production of the 
c, box-respirator," containing separated layers by which gases were removed either 
chemically or physically. 

Against arsine nothing was found so practically effective as soda-lime-per-. 
manganate, with its ~ide " polyvalent" action, but the granules of this substance 
were so friable that after slight shaking of the container they broke down into 
fine dust, which entered the air passages and set up such violent coughing that. 
the apparatus had to be removed by the wearer. It was a comparatively easy 
'matter to harden the granules by sodium silicate or calcium sulphate, but when 
this was done they were found to be inactive. In the effort to strike the mean, 
and obtain an active but moder~tely hard granule, Lieut.·Oolonel E. F. Harrison~ 
whose memory we all honour as that of a superlative worker who gave his life for' 
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the cause-reached his forty-ninth laborious serial attempt before he succeeded, 
after infinite patience and resource, in making up a satisfactory product: ' 

Against chlorpicrin in high concentrations-as a combined asphyxiant .and 
Jachrymator-sodium sulphite was found necessary at first,but later an inct:ease 
in animal charcoal was found to remove ,amounts which the enemy were capable 
clu~~ _ 

The box-respirator was originally charged with successive,layers of sodium 
sulphite (reducing), soda-lime manganate (neutralizing and oxidizing), and animal. 
,charcoal (condensing and absorbing), the layers being separated by plaques of 
cellulose. This was found to be completely "polyvilent" against every gas 
which the enemy had then used against us, and to give such slight resistance to 
respiration that it allowed three cubic feet of air t.o pass per minute at a suction 
pressure of only 0,2 inch of water, so that the user was 'capable of vigor.ous 
exertion. The duration of efficiency was three hours against carbonylohloride, 
and as long as eight ,hours against chlorine, while the box withstood a sequence 
,of six gases run through it in succession, each for an hour. ' 

But our troubles were not yet at an end, for it was found that gas tended to 
pass up along the smooth interior of the box, where it was only exposed to 
ciibsorption on the one side, with the result that this channel became denu.ded 
of its absorbent while the main bl!lk 6f the contents remained untouched. This 
was only determined when a glass box was made resembling the metal container; 
filled with granules moistened with mercurous chloride solution; and the course 
·of the gas followed by the darkening along its path. Remedy was found by 

. corrugating the sides of the box to lengthen this route ; leaving large air-spaces 
~bove and below the .absorbent layers, to equalize' the flow; and by arching the 
base of the lowest absorbent layer so as to divert the flow from the sides. 
Uniform darkening then showed'that the flow of gas was evenly distributed. 

It was next necessary to provide a separate exit for expired air, to prevent 
,carbon dioxide from accumulating in the chamber; where it would neutralize the 
soda-lime alkali. This made two valves essential, the familiar expiratory rubber 
type in the connecting tube near the wearer's mouth, and the other an inspiratory 
flap-valve at the base of the box. 

Eyeglasses and a mouthpiece were incorporated in a tightly-fitting face mask 
-as demonstrated-a metal clip for the nostrils being added. Although 
apparently complex, the apparatus was adjustable in twenty-five seconds. . 

This was the form takeu by our means of protection to the end of the war, 
although slight modifications were made which led up to the "small box
respirator," of which 16,000,000 were issued, bringing the total of protective 
devices made up to 55,000,000. ' 
'. That sets the limit to my endeavour to give you; in the ti~e at my disposa;l, 
an insight into the work involved and the methods employed in the task set by 
the onset and evolution of gas-warfare. Of some branches of the ~ork, e.g., that 
9f the physiologists, I have said nothing; of the invaluable services of the expert 
advisers, who, stood ever ready at call and need, I have been able to say but little; 
,of the huge labours and successful organization of the manufacturers' I hope you 
will glean some notion from the photographs shown to-night. 

But amid the terrible stress and anxiety of those. days and nights of cea.seless 
strain, ll}any a WIlling worker flitted across the stage and passed again into the 
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shadows without, our ever having time to give him more than a mere word of 
thanks, As these reminiscences have rtlcalled many a half-forgotten scene, these 
personalities ,among the crowding memories have emerged from the shadows into 
the limelight one by one, and the sense of gratitude has surged upwards anew. . 

To those among my audience who aided us in the Service by the whole 
weight of their scientific knowledge and technical experience, our thanks go out 
in no meagre measure, and there are none among your staff who have not earned 
the deep gratitude of each of u~ for timely and invaluable help i~ many branches 
-in chemistry, physlcs and metallurgy, Jo my personal knowledge. It is to 
such splendid institutions as this that the nation looked in its hour of scientific 
need, and did not look in vain; and it is to such institutions as this that, with an 

_ ever-increasing appeal, we shall have to Jook- for victory in the future strife of 
industrial competition, that,can only be won by snperior technical skill. 

That we need such a practical grasp as your training gives was brought home 
to us by many a fatuous suggestion for dealing wit.h the problems that we have 
just been discussing. One example is perhaps a sufficient illustration of the 
impracticable suggestions by which we were harried at the time of severest 
stress. Each man was to have a mask fitted -to a long, pointed steel tube. When 
the gas came over, the wearer, like a gigantic biting fly with a proboscis, was to ' 
thrust his snout deep into the earth and .breathe through ,it pure air from the 
depths. One among the myriad practical objections is enough, and it reminds 
one of the method advised by Mark 'Twain for scaring an aggressive dog. He says 
that you should bend down, throw your coat over your head, and advance. upon 
the dog backwards. I imagine that, as the enemy swarmed to the bayonet attack 
following the' gas, and found the defenders be~t double over the tubes that they 
dare not .remove their mouths from, they would feel much the same fierce joy as 
the dog referred to above. ' 

\ In conclusion, there is one aspect which, as it does not personally concern 
me, I can speak my mind upon freely, and not spare the blushes of the chemists 
and physicists present. 

In their blatant self-complacency the Germans had so long vaunted the 
supremacy of their scientists in these branches, that the world had begun to accept 
them at their own valuation. When, therefore, their equally over-rated army 
failed to win the anticipat.ed victo~y by fair means, they summoned their acclaimed 
supermen, amid secret rejoicings that now they were going to win because of what 
one authority termed the" better brains" that they possessed. So their scientists 
came off their pedestals, and put no limit to their further 'descent as they got to 
work, in the hope that the surprise of this blow below the belt would settle us. 
The Hun watched their advent with secret exultation, and one can hear the 
whispered chorus almost in the words of old ~ okomis :-

He, the mightiest magician, ' 
Sends the'pestilential vapour, 
Sends the poisonous exhalation. 

What was the result? When once the first incredulous surprise was over, 
and we had mobiI,ized our scientists to combat theirs, the result was never again 
in doubt. Our scientists won at. every turn and twist in the sordid conflict that 
they had -forced upon us, until at last the nation that had elected to fight' a toul 
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war-beaten and cringing-appealed through Switzerland in February, 1918, that 
the methods which they had adopted with such gloating eagerness should be 
abandoned by mutual consent. 

I think it was Marmion who cried with, his last breath :-
Curse on yon ba.e lnarauder's hand, 
But double curse my failing brand. -, 

And among all the curses that lit upon the heads of those Germans who were 
responsible for the adoption of gas-warfare and all its fiendish tortures, I can 
imagine none more virulent than those of their own men who, with their belief in 
the supremacy of their scientists shattered, died in protracted agony as'the result 
of imperfect protection in the gas-warfare they had invoked. ' 

• 
<!unent j!,iterature. 

The German Official Medical History of the War.-The forthcoming issue 
of the German Official Medical History of the War has lately been announced. 
The work has been planned on a scale commensurate with the importance of 
the subject, and will consist of nine volumes, of which the prospectus gives 
details. . 

Vols. I andIl will deal with military surgery (Editors Professor Erwin 
Payr and Professor Carl Franz). They are divided into a 'general section of five 
subsectililns, and a special section of fifteen subsections, each subsection -being 
entrusted to, authors identified with the subject. ,To these two volumes are 
allotted 1,500 pages. The first will be published in the later months of this 
year. The remaining volumes are as follows:-

Ill. Internal Medicine (Editor Professor Ludolph Krehl). 900 pages. , 
IV~ Nervous and Mental Diseases (Editor Professor Karl Bonhoeffer). 500 

pages. 
V. Ophthalmology (Editor Professor M. Axenfeld). 600 pages. , 
VJ.Wounds and Diseases of the Upper Air Passages and Digestive Tract and 

of the Ear (Editors Professor Gustav Killian andProfes~or Otto Voss). 300 
pages. ~ , ' - . -

VII. Hygiene (Professor W. Hoffmann and Professor K. Kutscher). 500 
pages. 

VIII. Pathological Anatomy (Professor Ludwig Aschoff). 600 pages. ,. 
IX. Rontgenology (Editor Professor Rud. Grashey). 450 pages. 
The above will give a sufficient idea of the scope of the work. Each of the 

volumes is contributed to by a numerous body of writers chosen with care for 
their special knowledge. We may therefore anticipate that the History will give 
a comprehensive, authoritative and balanced survey of the scientific work carried 
out by the German Medical Service in the heavy task laid on iCs shoulders during 
more than four years of intense warfare. It will be noted that the History deals 
only with professional and technical subjects. ,-

, One point which may cause some surprise is, the ,proportionately small space 
allotted to hygiene; but a glance over the schedule will show that most of the 
prophylactic work is dealt with in other volumes under the' headings devoted to 
speci8'\ diseases. That the influence of prevElntive medicine .. had not been fully 
grasped by the' German military authorities at the inception of the war, looking 
as they rOl1fiilontly did to a short victcriouscampaign, must be admitted; hence 

.... . 
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